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….A BRIEF HISTORY
September 2009 – The FiA granted an entry to the 2010 Formula One world
championship to Lotus Racing…
Team Principal – Tony Fernandes, Chief Technical Officer – Mike Gascoyne

Based in Hingham, Norfolk

2010 – Lotus racing T127 (powered by Cosworth)

2011 – Team Lotus T128 (powered by Renault)

2012 – Caterham F1® CT01 (powered by Renault)
August 2012 – The team relocated to the newly refurbished Leafield Technical
Centre in the heart of the Cotswolds…
2013 – Caterham F1® CT03 (powered by Renault)

….THE CATERHAM GROUP

THE HISTORY OF THE COMPOSITE F1® CHASSIS
1970’s – Chassis construction was generally aluminium panels over
tubular steel space frame
1981 – McLaren Racing introduced the first carbon monocoque chassis in
the form of the MP4/1

1985 – All cars had carbon monocoque chassis and continue to do so today….

THE DEVELOPMENT OF F1 SAFETY STANDARDS
The FiA continue to introduce greater requirements on teams to improve
safety by regulation of cars design…
1985 – First nose impact tests

1988 – Static chassis ‘crash’ tests introduced

1991 – Dynamic chassis crash and static roll hoop tests

1992 – Increased severity of existing static and dynamic tests

1995 – Introduction of a dynamic side impact tests
With the constantly increasing safety standards and the need for lightweight and efficient
structures, CAE based design and optimisation offers the maximum return in the short
lifecycle of an F1 monocoque

WHY USE COMPOSITE OPTIMISATION?
Formula One development moves forward at a furious pace due to its completive
nature and lucrative rewards for success
For the upcoming 2014 season, the challenge is even greater with the introduction of
significant changes to the design regulations…

1.6L turbo charged V6
160bhp KERS for 33s
Single exit exhaust
No rear beam wing permitted
100kg fuel limit
Front wing width 1650mm
Minimum weight 690kg

The additional technology added to the cars means a focus on weight reduction in all
areas of the car – the chassis being single heaviest item…

WHAT IS COMPOSITE OPTIMISATION?
TOPOMETRY OPTIMISATION
Element by element approach to sizing the thickness of plies within a structure
Topometry defines the thickness of material and the ply boundaries for the
definition of a new laminate

DETAILED LAMINATE OPTIMISATION
Optimisation of a set of laminate plies for thickness and orientation
Applicable to either existing or newly created laminate from topometry
optimisation process
Results are constrained by manufacturing constraints

THE DESIGN TIMELINE OF A CHASSIS
F1 cars are prototypes with each cars chassis taking around 6 months from
concept to track…

JULY Concept design and INITIAL optimisation using Genesis
AUGUST Chassis pattern design, detailed design optimisation
SEPTEMBER Detailing of laminate and commence manufacturing
OCTOBER Final design details and laminating of chassis
NOVEMBER Final bonding and machining of chassis
DECEMBER FiA Static and Dynamic Homologation testing

THE OPTIMISATION PROCESS: CONCEPT
Design concept
Aero
Design
Topometry
Infeasible solution: alter load
cases, laminate limits, design
constraints and objectives

Structures
Debug and analyse

Manufacturing
Feasibility
Feasible Result

Design results highlight
inefficient, redundant or
overly reliant structure. Offers
an informed process for
ranking structural concepts

Performance

Results
Targets achieved

Topometry
Design

THE OPTIMISATION PROCESS: DESIGN
Genesis Model

Design
Manufacturing

Topometry
Infeasible solution: alter load
cases, laminate limits, design
constraints and objectives

Feasible result

Results
Targets achieved

Design
Define Ply Shapes

Manufacturing
Discrete Genesis
Model
Results

Final Laminate

Laminate modeller

Iterative loop as the detailed design and
laminate books are generated. Reduced ply
options or alternative plies can be added

A TYPICAL OPTIMISATION MODEL
The chassis surfaces are meshed and divided into specific property regions…

Fixed laminate zone

Primary roll structure

Monolithic laminate zone

Cored laminate zone

Side Impact structure
Suspension

Side Intrusion laminate zone

A TYPICAL OPTIMISATION MODEL
The optimisation is designed to test the most critical design cases that
will define the majority of the chassis laminate…

Load Cases
Torsional, vertical and lateral stiffness
FiA Front and side impact tests and front and rear roll hoop static tests

A TYPICAL OPTIMISATION MODEL
The optimisation is designed to test the most critical design cases that
will define the majority of the chassis laminate…

Optimisation Objectives and Constraints
Minimise mass or maximise stiffness (constrained mass target)
Constraints on composite failure index, static displacements and
laminate thicknesses

Solved on DELL desktop workstation in 2-8 hours depending on the size
of the analysis problem (number of design variables)

A TYPICAL OPTIMISATION MODEL
Results are post processed in Design Studio and any necessary adjustments
or additions to the optimisation actioned.
Failure indices for the major structural cases...
Front Roll Hoop 75kN

Rear Roll Hoop 120kN

Side Impact 250kN

Front Impact– 320kN

MAIN CHALLENGES IN COMPOSITE OPTIMISATION
There are several challenges in composite optimisation, not only in specific
to Formula One applications…
Restricted development time scales
Efficient translation of FE results to laminate modelling software
Complexity of results: understanding, processing and simplifying
The issues with the handling of optimisation data is being addressed
through additional features, tools and plugins in GENESIS, Design Studio
and OptiAssist

OptiAssist v5.0

Design Studio 12.3

OptiAssist v5.0 PLUGIN FOR

DESIGN STUDIO

Plugin tools harness the internal functions of GENESIS and add additional
bolt on tools to Design Studio 12.3…
COMPOSITE PLY PATTERNS
GLOBAL PLY DESIGN

MULTIRUN CONTROL
DETAILED OPTI .layup UPDATE

Topometry analysis control - Coarsening
Topometry to detailed design post processing - Composite ply patterns

MANUFACTURING TOOLS: COARSENING
To produce a result that is lightweight and meets the design criteria is
easy…but translating that to a sensible laminate is a challenge…

Coarsening options reduce complexity of the analysis and the results…
NO COARSENING: Each element is considered as a design variable
ELEMENT COARSENING: Set ply area size by number of elements
LENGTH COARSENING: Set X, Y and Z dimensions for ply shapes

MANUFACTURING TOOLS: COMPOSITE PLY PATTERN
The new ply pattern tool automatically filters the results data based on
user controls within the Design Studio Plugin…

SPECIFIC PLY RANGE
PATTERN THICKNESS INC.

DATA OUTPUT FORMATS
REMOVAL OF SMALL PLIES
CUSTOM NAMING OF PLIES

MANUFACTURING TOOLS: COMPOSITE PLY PATTERN
In this example, the results from a topometry with length coarsening have
been translated into laminate modeller using the ply pattern plugin…

DISJOINTED PLY SHAPE
SMALLEST PLY – THICKEST REGION

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS TO CATERHAM?
Caterham's chassis have been designed and developed since 2011 using
GENESIS, Design Studio and OptiAssist…
3 Chassis fully optimised, designed, manufactured and racing
2014 Chassis currently in manufacture after extensive optimisation
Approximately 10% weight reduction on each chassis…
- Increased use of optimisation
- Improvements in user controls for existing GENESIS functionality
- New tools to process optimisation information
Applications on other composite components

As development of these tools and the user interfaces improve, further
opportunities for weight reduction and structural efficiency can be
identified.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
Composite optimisation is a key tool in the development of lightweight
efficient structures at Caterham..
Recent improvements in GENESIS, Design Studio and OptiAssit…
- Improved and single user interface through Design Studio
- Assistance in the generation of ply shapes from topometry results
- Direct integration with laminate modeller / laminate tools
There are some key areas for development…
- Further controls, logic and user integration in ply shape generation
- Refinement of interfaces with 3rd party software
- Development of a single step process to design, optimise and develop
laminates
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